
I am in the room of a filthy hotel working with my laptop on the window. A group of grown up orphans come hitting the door. They want to be in the room but I told them off. I then go out again and I understand that it is there only time they can meet and I light a fire out but they come there.

I am attending the mass when the priest announces that one of our members got stubbed. He then gets to know that the latter is a doctor and fears that he can be my stepfather. The latter appears behind him and lays next to him on a throne like a saint with his entire right arm plastered.

I am in my parents' small apartment and go to bed but find that my mother is also sleeping in the guests' room. She then tells me that my stepfather needs their bed for himself. I then go out and realize that we are in a small village. At the end of it is a small beach with very clear water.

I am in a forest waiting to meet an important person. She doesn't show up but another girl comes and asks me why we never meet. I ignore her and start jumping on a dead tree that is almost falling. It falls and as I realize that a white frog lived in it the lady I was waiting for finally arrives.

I am in a big apartment walking around it when a real estate agent calls me. She asks me whether I want to buy it and I keep looking around finding a lot of cracks on the wall. I then tell her that we would need to go down with the price in order to repair all the problems inside it.

I am biking on a road and see a lot of people queuing in front of a small tattoo shop. I then also stop to wait for my turn. They are actually very fast but I realize I don't know what kind of tattoo I want. I first think of a cross but then realize I want the logo I created representing an ark front.

I am with my son on a metro and see that there is the controller coming towards us. We actually don't have a ticket and jump down. As a new train comes we get in but I realize that it is taking us in the wrong direction. We then jump out again and wait for a train to take us one station back.

I am in a park with other people and one of them shows me a camera he just bought for little money. It is similar to mine and I get to try the zoom optic. As I realize that is zooms even more than my optic I notice that it is broken in the front and I give back to him before he thinks I did it.

I am in my parents' old place and walk down to my sisters' room. My Swedish lesbian colleague is seating there and complains that we never made love after we married. I then take her on my sister's bed and we come. She keeps in bed and her show another girl my colleague in a book cover.

I am in an expensive restaurant with my parents taking a seat in a small table. As we do so my supervisors arrive with my opponent. I still haven't defended my thesis but I get to shake his hand and he comes seating next to me. He then tells me how much he has appreciated my work.

I am dragging a bed up the small road of an old village. I come in front of the headquarter of a political party and place it there. I then go to sleep but the secretary of the party tells me to move immediately. I do so and get invited by another party to join their table discussion with separatists.

I am walking with the old Slovakian boss of my girlfriend. She is unusually kind but I see the entrance of a temple ahead and hurry up to reach it sending her to hell. As I walk inside I read a sign saying that the use of pens is not allowed. It is actually made of sand stones that are easy to carve.

I am with two guys running up a semicircular bridge. It is actually very steep and they pause but I keep running and see that we almost reached the top. We then start running down but realize that the bridge ends in the sea and the only way to get through the waves is to have a surf board.

I am walking with my parents in a city and my stepfather tells me that he can do some shopping for me. We actually reach a square and I push a guy that is walking in front of me. I think he was the one pushing me from behind but he was not and get very angry. I then start running away.

I am seating next to a river on a hill. I am together with a man and a boy but I turn around and realize that an older man just arrived on the river bank. I is actually looking for the boy and I try to hide the latter but his head sticks out and the man comes down. I then throw gravel on his face.

I am walking with my mother in the countryside. We actually pass by a small village and she wants to keep walking on the same road even though it is a dead end. I stop but see her walking on someone else  property. I also do the same but use the steps since there is a lot of water. 

I am in a city hall of a small town and climb up to the windows with my girlfriend. There are large cement steps and I seat with her and my nephew. The latter is very small and already eats an ice cream. Only the cone is left but he keeps sucking the cream out making the girl next to him laugh.

I am in my parents' old house and realize that I have actually inherited it from them. My mother comes to visit us and I bring her up to the kitchen but she gets furious because we still did not change furniture. As she starts jellying and throwing things around I walk silently out of the house.

I am with a girl on a boat and show her a small island where I built a villa for us. It is actually my ex wife's boyfriend island and it is not a villa but a condominium. She actually believes me and we start walking in the island. I hold her hand kissing her big lips and she opens them.

I am in a classroom seating on a desk in the corner. On each side I have my girlfriends and I look at them thinking which one I love the most. As I am going for the one on the left another girl in the classroom criticizes my girlfriend to the right saying that she keeps doing love signs to me.

I am attending a small conference with my son. We are actually listening the presentation of an important professor and start looking at a video of a match factory in which two workers light a dynamite. As we see the other workers unable to move my son picks the remote to change channel.

I am in a museum with my stepfather and enter without ticket. We then pass the main exhibition and enter a smaller room where there is a doctor. My stepfather tells him about his dental problem and the doctor looks in his mouth. He then gives him a shot and cut through his entire cheek.

I am in my university office when my supervisor comes in. She has heard that I am going to quit and tries to convince me to stay. She then shows me a calendar with a photograph of the place where she was born. It is a small island with a light tower and strong waves crashing against it.

I am in the dark living room of an apartment listening to the lecture of a young professor. He is talking about two famous poems of an old Italian poet. He tells us how in the original version the content of the poems was separated as if in two different wine amphoras that later got mixed.

I am in an hotel room laying in bed with my son. We are actually playing when his mother comes in and ask me to pay her for a bill. I then ask her to let our son come and live with me abroad. She doesn't answer and starts bitching with him that he should go to bed. I then call her a Nazi.

I am biking with my racing bike down a hill but have to much luggage and go back home to get my touring bike. I then start biking with the latter back on the hill and a man on a racing bike warns me that it is going to be a difficult climb. I stand on the pedals and go fast in front of him.

I am with a guy who takes me in the house of his friend. It is very old and I can see that he has put an extra ceiling. As he tells me how difficult is to get roof tiles I see some smaller buildings outside that are breaking down. A beautiful black bird flies over them and he wishes he could shoot it.

I am seating on the staircase outside my apartment and look at my old friends slamming the door open. They are actually having  a party inside and I realize that it is too late already. As I think that I should have warned the neighbours I see one of my friends going half naked and screaming.

I am in a car with my parents and reach driving on a straight road. We need to reach an hotel and my stepfather drives to the right a smaller road. I then look at the map the place of the hotel and see that there is a loop at the end. I don't know where it could be but we turn left of the loop.

I am with my sister and her kid at the entrance of a condominium. We get inside and she take the elevator to the fourth floor. I go up the staircase but realize that we have to go to the second floor and a half. I then wait for her there and try to call her but realize that it is a very doggy place.

I am in an a living room watching a large TV screen. There is a cowboy movie being played but I start looking through other channels. Suddenly I see the new profile photo of my son. He took one of himself when he was little and scratch it with a red pen. I then try to write him a message.

I am with my parents in a station and tell them in which train coach our seats are. We then go inside with all our luggage but the door is too tight and I have to take my backpack off my shoulders. As I finally get in I realize that our seats are taken but then find that we are in the wrong coach.

I am seating in a small square and look at a Eastern European guy discussing some illegal business with two local guys. They finally agree and the Eastern European guy starts playing a small harmonica over his guitar. A passerby put some money in the head of a sheep he has in front of him. 

I am in a forest sleeping with my girlfriend on the ground. I actually feel the sun on my face and wake up. My belly is facing up but my girlfriend's belly is facing down and her back is exposed. I then realize that she is getting burnt and wake her up. As she stand I see her breast in the earth.

I am inside a big room of my university celebrating my defense party. Most of my colleagues are there and they are getting very wild dancing. We actually move out in the courtyard and I observe them from the top of a staircase. I then notice that my supervisor is missing but not her husband.

I am with my stepfather and brother-in-law walking in a small city. It is actually quite nice and we start crossing the historical downtown with old palaces. As we reach the church on one side my stepfather stops to talk to one of his patients. We leave him there and walk out of the town.

I am talking to some people living in a mountain village next to mine. They actually produce a liquor with cherries and I ask them if I can just buy the cherries for them. They don't know what I am saying and I understand that they are producing a kind of cheese and have no cherry trees.

I am walking down a steep road with some kids. There is a new staircase in front of us and some of the kids starts walking it up while I take the normal road. I actually the carpenter who has built it and he starts talking to me but I keep walking up saying that I have to take care of the kids.

I am on top of a train station and start walking on a small elevated road on the side. To the left there is a small bridge crossing it but it ends up in a private villa. As I wonder how the owners dare to cross it I come to a public bridge. It is also very narrow and I realize that I am wearing skies.

I am laying in the back seat of a small van. In the front there are two nuns driving it uphill and I hear them discussing a big mountain in front of us. I can also see it and I start sketching it with watercolor on paper. I try to do it by heart and look at the mountain again seeing that I did good.

I am in a Swedish unemployment office waiting for my turn. I am actually called to a smaller office and the secretary calls another secretary who tells me that I cannot travel abroad while I receive unemployment benefits. She then gives me the example of a tire seller who got caught traveling.

I am in the small bathroom of a camping and go out. It is actually at the edge of a large lake and I see a dark hair woman walking on the water to a sauna. I then realize that the lake is frozen even though it is summer and I run pass her and then make an advance turn stopping at the sauna.

I am with my girlfriend on a river bank waiting for a ferry. We actually want to reach an island at the end of the river and see the ferry stopping ahead. We then run to reach it and ask the ferry man where it is going. It is going back in the lagoon in an island where we can't swim.

I am in the garden of a cafe with my former colleagues and inform them that I will quit my job. As I try to explain to them that I inherited an apartment and will try to make money renting it a black classmate from my previous university comes forward. He has headphones on his finger tips.

I am walking through the golf field next to my son's farm. As I reach the dirt road again I see his mother biking back. I then greet her but she doesn't seem to be surprised. I ask her what is the matter and she starts complaining about our son sleeping until very late and not helping her.

I am biking with my colleagues on a road and see my girlfriend going left. I actually want to take them to the right and reach the sea. We do so and come to the beach with a very transparent water but very little sand to stand on. I stop anyway and a guy tells me that soon there will be low tide.

I am in my forest taking a picture with the tripod when I see a deer coming. It is actually a fox and it tries to get a piece of my food. It comes really close and I throw at it the head of a small tiger. I try to film it again but it comes back to me and I scare it away throwing different kinds of stones.

I am walking down a field and meet a German guy. We star talking and I ask him whether I can take a photo of him. He is okay with it but doesn't look straight in the camera. I then explain him my project and he starts looking in the camera but the camera doesn't want to focus.

I am drinking tea in the house of a guy. We actually walk out in his garden and I realize that he has moved the entrance up the street. On the other side of the forest is the mountain where I am building my cathedral and I decide to become a good friend of the guy. We then go back inside.

I am in church seating in the front rows when my stepfather arrives. He is quite late but I anyway propose him to read a scripture aloud. We then decide that I should read the first part and he should read the rest. As it gets my turn I start reading but realize that it is written in old English.

I am with my son at the foot of a  mountain. I want to take him all the way up but he doesn't want to and we cross it through a tunnel. On the opposite side I ask a girl what is left to do and she send us to an underground room where Venetian nobles used to seat and have their toilette.

I am biking with my girlfriend down a dirt road and come to a small waterfall. As we keep going down we come to even more beautiful waterfall and see a lot of birds on the side. Some of them are on fire and as we keep moving I realize that many are wounded. One of them comes against us. 

I am in an apartment with a Mongolian guy and his wife. He is going to the bathroom to shower and I follow him. His wife also joins us and I get out but realize that we soon have to check out and they still haven't packed their things. There are still dirty dishes and I haste to wash them.

I am walking on a mountain in China. There are also mountains to the north across a valley and my guide explains that they are equally beautiful but if we were to cross these mountains we would find cities and pollution. He then adds that the mountains we are crossing have forests.

I am in a train station at night and start writing messages to my biological father. I actually write with a pen on my palm and ask him to please give me one of his business card. He actually reaches the end of the platform and I cross the railroad to meet him even though a train could pass.

I am with my son in a new school. He is actually seating alone in the classroom waiting for his new classmates to arrive. I see them walking in and wearing blue t-shirts. The teacher gives them a drink and my son gets a can of beer. There is alcohol inside he starts chasing the other kids.

I am the airport placing my luggage on a scale. I then tell a steward behind a glass my destination and he tells me what I have to pay for it. I do so but realize that they took my hand luggage instead. I then start wandering around the airport but cannot find the person that has taken it.

I am in the garden of a young intellectual who has invited me and two other people for a discussion. He wants to understand the difference between the soul and the body from an ethical perspective. We all don't know what to say and start looking on our phone for an answer but cannot find it.

I am in an outdoor gym at night and start talking to a Spanish guy. He is too busy weight lifting and I have to follow him around. Another Spanish guy arrives and we finally stop. I then ask them where they are from and they tell me of a city west of the Spanish capitol but still part of it.

I am seating in a restaurant with some colleagues when my sisters come with their kids. My twin sister sees that our table is full and wants to seat somewhere else. I then drag a table towards me and convince them to seat down. The waitress come with bread but my sister doesn't want it.

I am in a German city with my girlfriend and her best friend. We are actually waiting for a guide to take us around and I tell them that I will wait for them in the main square. I then go there and start making films but proceed to a crossing. I take the road on the left without waiting for them.

I am in a university and find the curriculum of a dead artist friend in the printer. It is only the second page and I look for the first page with his picture. I actually find it in the trash bin and go to a classroom to show it to my colleagues. They actually warn me that I am supposed to lecture.

I am in a forest with my son. We are actually kneeling on top of a small hill to pick some blueberries and see the small calf of a moose running below us. I expect anytime the mother to follow but realize that the small moose is behind a plastic curtain and that a big cow is taking care of it.

I am in my mountain neighbours' apartment talking to the housewife. I actually peep outside of the window and realize that they have built a balcony outside my barn. I then go out to look but meet her husband. He is putting some mushrooms in a box and really want to give me some.

I am in a field next to a fores and realize that it is already flat and I could build my cathedral there. I then talk to another landowner and we walk together to a small cottage. There is a small assembly of few other landowners inside but the landowner who took me there is not interested to talk.

I am walking through some high grass behind my old mountain neighbour. We actually reach a newly built neighbourhood and we start walking on a road towards a small mountain. He then shows me how the local leader of the secessionist party is planning to build a house on the summit. 

I am in bed with three sisters and start to make out with one. Her mother arrives and tells me to go down to another bedroom to take care of another sister. I do that and come in my panties. The two other sisters also change room and I have to go back to the previous one with my first girl.

I am walking with my old friends on a city road. It is dark and my best friend is also there. In front of us there are some girls and I tell him how I made love with one of them. I am not afraid to be heard by the girls and they don't seem to care but my friend tells me that she must have big bubs.

I am in my new Venetian apartment talking to the old owners. I then realize that one of them is the guy who actually wants to rent a bedroom. I then take him to see it but realize that there is a staircase going down to a gym. We reach it and find another staircase going to another bedroom.

I am in a big classroom where young artists have set up their installations. I check one resembling an elephant but accidentally touch it and it fall apart. I then go tell the young artist about it and he tells me that I will have to help him the coming day to rebuild it. I am actually already booked.

I am in an apartment at the ground floor and see one of my twin cousins coming by. I then hand him a new pack of cards through the window. He opens them but realize that each card has different numbers. I then tell him to come in to learn play with me and my girlfriend who is an expert.

I am in the laundry room of a big house and the owner tells me that there is a Canadian girl on the phone. The latter likes my project and I get to talk to her but she says a few words and keeps silence. I feel awkward and don't know what to tell her but then just spell out my email address.

I am in an apartment trying to get ready for a show. I was just asked by a Danish curator to exhibit my photo panels and I start to look for them. They are actually under my bed and I start to pull them out. They are in boxes and as I pile them one on top of the other I realize they are coffins.

I am with my colleagues in a restaurant and I decide to go home. It is actually very late and I can only take a bus. My lesbian colleague has a card I can borrow and I take it. I then run to the bus stop and get the last bus. I ask the driver if it will stop by my university but I will have to walk.

I am watching a film about an old man who keeps two young woman in his house. He makes love to one and goes to another bedroom to make love to the other. He gets on top of her and I can see her face being very tired but realize that she only has to wait a few month before the old man dies.

I am with my mother talking in a small garden and see the people living in front coming out with their furniture. They take a nice small table in their car and I realize that they want to throw it. I then think that they could have got a picture of them printed on the top using a technique on metal.

I am with my stepfather going on his boat on a small canal. We are actually going pass a lot of other gondolas but I realize that he has a motor. We then reach a restaurant and step down to go inside. There my stepfather starts bowing at the owner and I realize that the latter is his lover.

I am laying in a hospital bed when the nurse arrives. She is very happy and tells me that she found my drawings. She likes them a lot and wants to trade them. I then realize that she is an art dealer and I try to give her the web address where all the other drawings are but she doesn't listen.

I am in a big field and see a car parked in the middle. I then walk to it and see that an old friend is inside. I then tell him how I crashed my head in a window and broke the glass. He doesn't listen and I realize that I have also broken the glass of his car window although I have no scar left.

I am in an Italian city walking in the old district and find the director of an American movement. I then realize that he just lead the world gathering of his movement but I did not show up. He wonders why and I try to explain to him that I have just quit my job and cannot travel anymore.

I am walking down a mountain road with the carpenter who renovated my barn and his friend. There is actually a group of hunters driving their car towards us and I realize that the carpenter and his friend are also hunters. I then talk to them and tell them that we are going for a hunt.

I am driving up north and realize that my new girlfriend lives there. She is in a small village next to a small city. I actually don't see the village but get in the city and admire the beautiful buildings. One of them is a yellow condominium with a lot of big windows and light coming through it.

I am in a small airport and go through the security check. The security guard asks me if I have any liquids and I reply that I don't although I do have a bottle of alcohol. He then asks me if  I have anything to declare and I reply that I don't even though I bought the bottle in that country.

I am following two old classmates to a small airport. I actually get in before them and realize that there are no seats but holes where to lay in. I look for mine and it is next to a girl. She is ugly and I can feel her feet against mine but cannot react until my friends pass me and I grab one of them.

I am in a small auditorium with my supervisor and she tells me to get ready to answer about the interviews I conducted for my thesis. She then starts lecturing on the requirements for doctorate students and mentions that there are three exams. I then realize that I still have two exams left.

I am in a pub talking to some girls about a mountain I just saw. I would like to go up but I remembered to be steep and with the top covered with snow even though it is summer. One of the girls tells me that it is not so high but another girl tells me it can get very high and I can see the ocean.

I am with my son and his mother walking in a small station. It is actually night time and the platform is filled with backpackers. One of them leaves his phone charger on a departing train. As it leaves I realize that there is water and the backpackers get on a large inflatable to go down stream. 

I am in a bathroom with my Ukrainian colleague. He is actually seating in one corner by the door next to his little dog. I am about to go out but notice that he also has a roasted chicken and puts it on the dog skin. He wants to try to see if the chicken is eatable but I tell him that it must be fine.

I am in an old house with my ex wife. There is actually a lion in the kitchen and I manage to lock him in. I then set the house on fire and we are about to go out but then tell my ex that the lion might still get out. She then runs upstairs in an attic that is connected with the kitchen below.

I am walking in a forest and follow a path to some big houses. As I reach one I notice the kids of my mountain neighbours and go inside. There is the carpenter who just built the staircase in my barn and I tell him to visit my place so that I can pay him, He then tells me how bad it turned out.

I am biking with my son and his mother on top of a hill. The road starts going down again and I stop to the side to check where we are going. I then pull out a big map and see that we could reach two big lakes but they are too far. As I decide to reach some mountains instead my parents arrive.

I am outside of a big house observing how it has been constructed. There are several floors and the main body is part of an old villa. The back was constructed later but I find the top most interesting. It unites the two part with a modern living unit place on top like if it was a playing block.

I am in the some family friends' small apartment. They ask me who has bought my new house and I tell them that my parents did it to make up all the properties they gave to my sisters. I then explain that I have a biological father and therefore I am not entitled to my parents' inheritance.

I am seating on a living room floor with a guy. There is a furniture right in front of us and we look at the glass doors. The one in front of me is reflecting a lot of text from a computer. The guy then shows me the glass in front of him but I can only see very little text and can't see mine anymore.

I am in a university with my lesbian colleague. We actually walk down to the cellar to find a place where to eat lunch. I find a staircase and manage to go out to an abandoned garden. We start eating on a table but soon hear some weird sounds. There are big rats and I scare them with rocks.

I am walking on a road of a summer resort and meet my cousin by bike. We then greet each other and I tell him that I have heard that he has moved there. There are a lot of people and I tell him that it must be a nice place but he tells me that in the winter there is no one around to socialize.

I am with some friends going down a bike path. We actually have our skates on but it is dark and one of my friend uses two stones to make sparkles under a bridge. I don't understand why is doing it but then see a biker coming the opposite way. I then decide to stop and use my phone light.

I am driving my mother's car with my best friend and his family. A newer model is in front of us and I try to pass it but it is much faster. It actually gets slowed down by another old car. I try to surpass again but the latter is too big and I don't manage. We actually end up driving in an hotel. 

I am in a park with my son and reach a little mountain. People are walking on the top from the side but I notice a climber coming straight down. We then climb straight up and realize that there is a very large cave in the mountain in front of us. It is perforated with many interconnected tunnels.

I am in the bathroom of a hostel and notice a shelf on the side with many packages of muesli. I then take one out with me to eat it with some milk but realize that they are serving lunch to all the guests. I then try to hide the package and decide to skip breakfast although a guy has is eating it.


